The effect of methylation of the 6 oxygen of guanine on the structure and stability of double helical DNA.
The effect of methylation of the O-6 position of guanine in short segments of double helical DNA has been investigated by molecular mechanical simulations on the sequences d(CGCGCG)2, d(CGC[OMG]CG)2, d(CGT[OMG]CG)2, d(CGC[OMC]CG/(CGCGCG), d(CGC[OMG]CG/d(CGTGCG), d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 and d(CGCGAATTC[OMG]CG)2. Guanines methylated at the O-6 position are found to form hydrogen bonds of roughly equal strength to cytosine and thymine. The optimum structure of these modified base pairs are not dramatically different from normal GC pairs, but both involve some bifurcation of the proton donors of cytosine (4NH2) or thymine (3NH) between the guanine N3 and O6 groups.